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From our CEO, Troy Coyle
July was a month of change at HERA.
We welcomed new Welding Engineer, Robert (Rob) Ryan, to our NZ
Welding Centre. He comes to us with a strong customer focus and
experience running his own consulting firm, as well as having worked
for a welding material supplier and the NZ Welding School.
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Sadly, we also farewelled Peter Hayward - our longest serving
employee. Peter has made a substantial contribution to not only us,
but our industry and we’re very sad to see him go. However, he’ll still be
available to assist the NZ Welding Centre which we’re very happy about!
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Our Design for Joint Strength, Fatigue and Fracture Resistances in
Welded Connections’ seminars, presented by Prof Pingsha Dong, were
very well attended, with more than 120 participants.

Last month it was YouTube. This
month it’s Facebook!
Cover:

We’re stepping up our reach on digital platforms this month adding Facebook under our belt.

Everything has a potential to be disrupted - even
Directors - infographic courtesy of the Institute
of Directors of New Zealand.

Be sure to subscribe so you’re aware of new
content... and while you’re at it - follow us on
Twitter, LinkedIn and YouTube as well!

Overleaf:

If you don’t have a social media presence, we urge
you to consider exploring these platforms to exert
your market presence.

Farewell morning tea for HERA’s Welding and
Inspection Engineer Peter Hayward, attending
the Ministry for Women Breakfast Symposium
at Sky City and our Executive Board Member
Dieter Adams presenting on Industry 4.0

Y^aX

We ran the second session of our Innovation READY program, which
focused on innovation processes.
We also were lucky enough to have guest commentary on innovation
and disruption from the “two Kirstens”. Kirsten Patterson, CEO of the
NZ Institute of Company Directors, and Kirsten Edgar, Future Insights
Manager for Advanced Materials at Callaghan Innovation. For us it’s a
great way to share different perspectives on this topic as we work to
raise awareness on it and challenge mindset change.
Lastly, our General Manager Structural Systems Stephen Hicks’
Expression of Interest in the 2018-19 BRANZ Research Levy Prospectus
has been progressed to the next stage of evaluation. This relates to
blockchain for traceability of steel products and structures - fingers
crossed that BRANZ is able to support this very exciting initiative!
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Directors, think about
disruption!
Disruptions to established businesses
happen all the time. Like everyone else
in business, HERA members and their
communities are called on to navigate
in a potentially disruptive VUCA world
– volatile, uncertain, complex and
ambiguous.
In this article Kirsten Patterson, CE of the Institute of Directors of New Zealand (IoD), talks about how her members
(including directors of some of our biggest companies), face disruptive innovation in business.
Her organisation has a voluntary membership of 8,700 members, with an aim to inspire and equip people in
governance to add value across New Zealand business and society.

Disruption is all around us
It’s likely that sometime disruption will happen to your
business. It’s possibly already happening. But, how
do you deal with volatility, uncertainty, complexity and
ambiguity in your role? The trick is keeping up-to-date
with what’s happening, knowing and understanding
your customers, and how big global trends are likely to
impact your businesses.
Disruption is not a new concept. It became a business
buzzword in 1997 when Harvard professor Clayton
Christensen coined the phrase “disruptive innovation”
in his book, The Innovator’s Dilemma: When New
Technologies Cause Great Firms to Fail.
Christensen observed the phenomenon where a
successful business might be doing everything right,
but still fail. It’s the classic situation where a market
changes. New entrants arrive who find a new niche
in that market and an existing player is sidelined. The
remarkable rise and power of Netflix is a case in point.
Another example was the disruption that occurred
when mini mills which first produced low quality re-
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bar, moved to sheet steel. They stole business from
the larger mills that had previously dominated the
industry. According to the academics the very things
that make companies fail can be the same that made
them successful in the first place.
Today we are seeing how “disruptive innovation” –
when technology disrupts an existing paradigm – is
changing our world daily. And, how the responses to
that disruption create an even bigger and faster spiral
of change, one that means directors and companies
need to be increasingly nimble and responsive to
market innovation. In New Zealand there are many
examples.
When global companies grabbed market share from
high street retailers, capitalising on our growing
penchant for online shopping, the response was for
New Zealand businesses to build an online presence
and find ways to ignite the power of local brands.
Last year, New Zealanders spent $3.6 billion online,
up 13 percent from the year before. Increasingly New
Zealand companies need to look at how to tap into
and build their own share of that spend.

Other disruptions
Disruption to business models can occur quickly and
be political. For example, the announcement by the
government in May this year that it would end future
gas and oil exploration was considered sudden and
unexpected by the industry. It left oil and gas industry
protagonists and people in Taranaki reeling. While
the timing of the announcement may have been a
surprise, the lead indicators and global trends leading
to the announcement had perhaps been visible for
some time. When you are in the middle of it you can
sometimes miss what is happening on the edges.
On the flip side, new opportunities, industries and
technologies will probably emerge from local oil
industry disruption. On a geopolitical front, the
disruptive move by US President Donald Trump to
impose tariffs on steel and aluminium left many of
us in New Zealand disappointed. Climate change and
shifting demographics will be an inevitable part of
future considerations meaning, that companies should
be evaluating the trends, risks and opportunities on
the horizon.
Keeping cyber disruption on the radar
Cyber-security remains front of mind for many of
our members who are directors on company boards
and risk committees. With technology at the centre
of nearly all business processes, it is well to consider
that information security is no longer simply an
operational matter. Financial, operational, legal and
reputational risks posed by cyber threats are serious.
And no business is immune to cyber compromise.
Those organisations with large numbers of SMEs in

their supply chain are particularly at risk as multiple
potential access points exist.
The IoD’s Cyber-Risk Practice Guide provides boards
with five useful principles to help them understand and
monitor cyber-risk. It can help you develop strategies
for seeking assurance, and oversee management of
cyber disruption.
Many IoD members are spending considerably more
time on risk oversight to minimise potential disruption.
Even so, more than half of our member directors
expect a major disruption to occur for their companies
within the next two years. For your business, we
recommend that you have a clear and approved risk
strategy in place.
We also provide practical advice to business decisionmakers to help you navigate potential looming
disruption and future proof your business strategies.
Take steps to ‘wrap your head’ around disruption
Two experienced directors, Melissa Clark-Reynolds
and Wayne Norrie ran a course, Mastering Disruption,
last May. They’ll run another on 9 August in Auckland.
The idea is to equip business leaders with the insight
and foresight to govern and manage organisations
through the disruption cycle – to innovate, transform,
and anticipate the impact of future trends.
A disruptor creates a market where one did not exist
before. I urge you to be prepared. Don’t let disruption
catch you out. Embrace it, and your customers.

Secure your spot to attend ‘Mastering
Disruption.’
The course covers having the correct systems
and thinking in place to be so close to the
customer that you move in tandem with them,
anticipating their mood.
If you are attune with the customer there is no
room for someone else to disrupt your business
model – because you are continually disrupting
yourself.
Register: https://www.iod.org.nz/disruption
Resource – Harvard Business
review: What is disruptive
innovation?
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Know how disruption will
challenge your business
During July we were excited to share
insights from Callaghan Innovation
Future Insights Manager - Advanced
Materials Kirsten Edgar.
She lives and breathes innovation and disruption in her
day to day work, and her message to everyone is to
see innovation as change for the better!

Innovation hub at HERA
has kicked off!
Last month our Innovation READY
course kicked off at HERA with a highly
motivated group of 18 attendees.
It’s the first time a course based on lean start up
principles has been offered at HERA. Addressing
the important need for developing and fostering an
innovation mindset in our industry.
The day was packed with high energy and intensity.
With Pia Williams from Australia’s 6th Sense starting
off the day. Sharing inspirational advice and insights
on how to make an organisation culture more
innovative and to embrace and celebrate failure.
This was followed by an active afternoon workshop
facilitated by Adrian Packer of IMS Projects. Here
participants were given tools to start preparing their
innovation strategies.
To get everyone on the same page innovation audits
were carried out for their organisations. Providing an
integral understanding on their current state of play.
This is a great starting point as they work to integrate
an innovative culture seamlessly within their daily
operations.

NDA Group,

•

Page & Macrae Engineering,

•

Steel & Tube, and

•

Steltech.

They all have varying sizes, industry focuses, locations
and strategic goals. But what they have in common is
a drive to look forward. Investing in setting a long term
strategy focused on preparing their businesses for
innovation, disruption and challenges.
Talking about our future
For HERA, the innovation course is an opportunity
to introduce innovation into our members corporate
strategy and culture. Addressing what we feel is
perhaps the most important issue for our industry –
their future.
The majority of our members recognise the
importance of innovation. But openly state they don’t
have the time, resources or necessary understanding
to implement it effectively. Our recent membership
survey confirmed this.
Showing more than half of our members aren’t
interested in transformational growth for their
businesses. With 75% reporting no R&D capability – of
which only 31% of them expressed interest to grow
this arm. Nearly 70% have said they have no export
revenue. And of concern, is more than 40% have no
workforce development plans in place.

One of the attendees saying “This is exactly what our
industry needs right now. We don’t have anything in
place to help us in this area.”

These findings confirm the critical need for this course
and ongoing education programs for innovation.

“We have all the technical understanding, but that
won’t help us grow beyond where we are.”

While our members can’t see it now, support and
encouragement in this area will be key – and we’re
proud to be playing a role in delivering this.

The day closed off with a valuable networking event.
Allowing attendees to get to know each other better
and link for future collaboration. Another member
pointing out that “As a result of connections made, the
course has already paid for itself!”
Businesses attending are:
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•

•

Composite Floors and Decks Ltd,

•

Crown Sheetmetal,

•

Genesis Energy,

•

Kernohan Engineering,

•

Longveld,

•

Lowes Industries,

•

MB Century,

Did you miss the ‘innovation’ boat?
Our innovation course is a perfect and
convenient approach to introduce concepts
around innovation mindset, culture, process,
metrics and strategy into your business.
Please don’t be fooled into believing there is
no need for innovation. This negative or blasé
attitude is very dangerous if put in context with
the disruption our industry is likely to face as
technology progresses.
Get in touch with our General Manager Industry
Development Dr Boaz Habib to see how we can
help today!
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Are
you disruption ready?
People
Business disruption is experienced on
an almost daily basis.
Just recently, HERA lost email and file access for
several days, which was hugely disruptive. Could that
have been avoided? Yes!
We should have moved to the Cloud earlier. But we
didn’t because we didn’t think our server would have
such a dramatic failure. We foresaw the risk and
willingly didn’t move fast enough to eliminate it. So, we
were disrupted.
Lucky for us, the disruption was annoying but not
devastating.
However, it was a good reminder to move quicker
rather than thinking we’ll be safe doing ‘business as
usual’ really well.
What is disruptive innovation?

shot-down (but I don’t know if that is urban legend
or not). I’ve visited the old Kodak facilities just
out of Boston in the US. It’s been taken over by a
photovoltaics company – Konarka, who were using
the reel to reel facilities Kodak left behind.

1600’s
Rudimentary cameras
existed that were the
size of a room.

19th century

1910
Kodak introduced
the box Brownie film
camera. These were
low cost and portable
but didn’t have the
film quality of studio
cameras.

Studio cameras evolved
using gelatin dry plates.
These were still used
only by professionals
and usually involved
a family outing and
themed dress-ups for
family portraits.

This is how disruptive technologies start out but
then they start to improve technology-wise and start
grabbing market share from incumbent technologies.

A classic example is the history of the camera.
8

Disruptive innovations are lucrative and there are
rewards in leading disruption
Christensen, found that the firms that led in launching
disruptive products together logged a cumulative
total of $62 billion dollars in revenues between 1976
and 1994. Those that followed into the markets later,
logged only $3.3 billion in total revenue.
The difference in revenues per firm was even more
striking. The firms that followed late into the markets
enabled by disruptive technology, generate an average
cumulative total of $64.5 million per firm. On average
those that led in disruptive technology generated $1.9
billion in revenues.
Christensen’s Tips for getting Disruption Ready

1.

An innovative product is introduced to the market.

•

2.

Target market isn’t existing customers.

Early commercial learnings need to feed into the
R&D loop before large-scale investment.

•

3.

Target is new customers with new performance
criteria, not established needs.

You have to be flexible as plans won’t be stable or
informed.

1988

4.

Offers ease-of-use or low cost etc.

The first true digital
cameras were
developed. These
offered digital storage
and ‘at home’ editing
capability. They
coincided with the
emergence of social
media and were
complementary
technologies.

5.

Generally not technically competitive at market
entry.

6.

Improvements made over time mean that it
eventually starts to be attractive to the original
existing customers.

1948
Polaroid introduced the
first “instant” camera.

Current
And of course now, we
have the ubiquitous
iPhone!

Perilous complacency

The Camera: a Case-Study that we all know

It’s in this way that the disruptor becomes the leader.
The incumbent often thinks their market share is
safe because the disruptor’s technology is inferior.
A move that let’s the disruptor grab parts of the
market that aren’t as lucrative to them. Over time, the
disruptor starts to gain market share as its product
performance and market acceptance broadens.

It takes a very brave Innovation Manager to pitch that
idea to their Executive!

The pattern of disruption: covert market share grab

According to Clayton Christensen in his book ‘The
Innovators Dilemma,’ – disruptive technologies bring
to a market a very different value proposition than had
been available previously.
Generally, disruptive technologies under-perform
established products in mainstream markets. But they
have other features that a few fringe (and generally
new) customers value. Products based on disruptive
technologies are typically cheaper, simpler, smaller,
and frequently, more convenient to use”.

The other thing to note from the case study of the
camera is that often-times the incumbents dismissed
the new technologies on the basis that it wasn’t as
technically sophisticated as theirs. For example, the
iPhone camera wasn’t initially as good as mainstream
digital cameras. Yet, it offered other functionality such
as lower-cost and portability that allowed it to capture
market share. Eventually growing their technology to
eventually become superior.

party, you’ll have to accept that there will be some
losses. It may even mean accepting cannibalisation
of your top-selling product in order to grow your own
disrupting product.

The thing about the camera as a case study is that it
shows the large-scale consequences of disruption.
Kodak is a classic case of a market leading company
not being swift enough to respond to disruption. I’ve
even heard there was an employee of Kodak that put
the idea of a digital camera to their Executive and was

It’s not just about technology. It’s also about
business models

“

What disrupts incumbent firms is the
conflict between the business model
already established for the existing
technology and that which may be
required to exploit the emerging
disruptive technology.
Clayton Christensen.

If you have a conservative Executive, then this conflict
is going to prove very uncomfortable. If you want to
be your own disruptor and not be disrupted by a third

HERA’s tips for Innovation
Managers.
•

Brainstorm to identify potential disruptions.

•

Keep a watching brief on developments that
may lead to disruption. These should also
include political watching briefs as policy and
legislative changes can also be disruptive.

•

Include an analysis of the impacts of
disruptive technologies in In product
development plans/decision-making.

•

Note that exploitation of disruptive
technologies requires a different approach
than the “norm” and may require a completely
unfamiliar business model.

•

If you’re a decision-maker or champion,
advocate for staged approaches where
initial ventures (“failures”??) are considered
learnings and managed in a way that there is
still resourcing to apply those learnings.

•

Focus on getting support from your leadership
team to act nimbly and promptly to disruptive
innovation (threats or opportunities).
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#Tweets #innovation
#disruption #ingenuity

Meet Robert Ryan - the
new face joining our
Welding Centre team

#Tweets #events
#conference #courses

Robert brings over 30 years’ experience
in the engineering trade to our offerings.
In the late 80’s beginning his career specialising
in welding. Consequently leading to a journey that
has seen him gain training and qualifications in TIG
welding aluminum components, MIG and MMAW with
structural steel works.
During his career he’s delivered fitter welder services
to the Agriculture Industry for the forestry sector. Later
diversifying into the food and beverage sector and
Energy, Transport and Property Infrastructure markets.
He’s worked on multiple corporate sites such as
CHH Kinleith, Pan Pacific Forest, Winstone Pulp
International, Kiwirail and Contact Energy. As well as
a range of food and beverage focused companies
such as Church Road, Corbans, Nobilo, Craggy Range,
Montana and Heinz Watties. Commercial acumen that
we’re excited to connect to our membership in our
value offerings.
A change in focus toward education
In 2009 Robert’s focus transitioned to education.
Becoming a Tutor and then Assistant Manager at
the NZ Welding School. This allowed him to bring
his commercial understanding to industry training
courses to better assist technical issues in welding
procedures.
A skill that saw him become a consultant for a welding
consumables company in a similar developmental
framework. And most recently, his own welding
consultancy business in training, education and
procedural development.
What does this all mean for our members?
At HERA, we believe Robert will form an integral part
of our Welding team’s capabilities! Our focus to upskill

our industry and provide technical advice well covered
by his previous roles and insights gained throughout
his career.
General Manager Welding Centre Dr Michail Karpenko
saying: “Our recent work to understand the value we
deliver to our members has prompted the need for us
to expand our team to meet growing demand.”
“Robert stood out to us as his scope of experience will
be integral in helping us deliver strategic focuses in
R&D, education and training, certification, verification
and technology transfer.”
“A lot of our members deal with daily operational
challenges, so Robert’s commercial understanding will
be valuable in terms of offering practical and costeffective solutions.”
On starting his new role with us, Robert said: “It’s not
every day you get an opportunity that puts you at the
forefront in the industry you’ve chosen. That’s why I’m
thrilled to be joining HERA.”
“One of the things I love is being able to work with
industry to help them achieve their goals. Furthermore,
this role will give me the scope to deliver education,
compliance and qualification assistance even more.”
“Above all, I’m excited for what is ahead! It’s a chance
to expand my knowledge base to support industry,” he
said.

People
10
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Farewell to Peter Hayward:
a HERA luminary
After a long history with HERA as
our longest serving employee – we
announced that our Welding and
Inspection Engineer Peter Hayward
retired at the end of July.
Fore-telling the future
Peter came to New Zealand in 1983. He left a good
job, with the Atomic Energy Commission in the UK, as
he saw a better future for his family in New Zealand.
His first job in NZ was as a Senior Mechanical
Inspector at the Marsden Point Oil Refinery expansion.
He covered a lot of bases in that role, including
inspection of installations of pressure equipment,
structural fabrication and coatings.
From there he moved to the Certification Board for
Inspection Personnel (CBIP) in 1984. Peter held the
then Chair, Gary O’Keefe, in high regard. Remembering
a time in Hamilton with Gary, Peter foretold “things are
going to change – people will have to adhere to quality
standards.”
Peter has worked tirelessly ever since, to ensure that
his passionate belief came true.
His-Story with HERA
Gavin Fletcher, HERA CEO from 1980-1986 recorded
the following about Peter’s time with CBIP and
inception into HERA:

“

There was a 20-year tradition for the Certification
Board for Inspection Personnel (CBIP) to employ
the Technical Manager Peter Hayward as its sole
employee, and for HERA to host the Technical
Manager and to pay CBIP for his provision of
HERA training courses. In adopting a pathway
towards international accreditation, the CBIP
Board requested separation of the training and
examination function and as a result a number of
significant organisational changes were agreed
with CBIP. The most significant one was the
transfer of Peter Hayward to become HERA staff
in 2002 and the consequent provision of the CBIP
services under contract to CBIP.

Peter is well placed to support with new vigour the
members in their staff training, quality control and
inspection requirements.
Gavin going on to say that his qualifications in the nondestructive testing field were exceptional, and without
peer in New Zealand.
Peter also thought highly of Gavin, admiring that he
always sought people’s input. He can specifically
recall Gavin asking staff if they thought buying the
land in Manukau where HERA House is now located,
was going to be a good idea. A real moment in HERA
history there!
Peter doesn’t think there has been a fundamental shift
in our activities over the years. He notes that Former
Director Wolfgang Scholz was able to create the NZ
Welding Centre. And, that he himself was able to bring
a range of training and inspection programs (welding,
pressure equipment, cranes, elevated platforms etc)
that are all still thriving.
Some of you may recall that Peter actually retired from
HERA some time ago in 2010 after 20 years of service.
But he obviously couldn’t stay away for long!
Steel pearls of wisdom
When asked what he is most proud of in his career,
Peter humbly replied “it’s my integrity. That, and the
fact I always try to be very honest and determine what
the other party wants to achieve so I can guide them
accordingly.”
Peter remarked that when he first arrived, New
Zealand industry was extremely fragmented. No two
fabricators had the same goals in place. This made it
very difficult to introduce unified quality controls.
Noting “one of the most satisfying parts of my role
was ensuring we eventually met both international
and national obligations. For example, my involvement
with AS/NZS ISO 3834 – Quality requirements for
fusion welding of metallic materials.”

Peter also enjoyed his time in training for quality
improvements, which will leave an ongoing legacy in
the form of all the professionals who undertook that
training. This has, no doubt, improved the practices
within our industry across the board.

What happened in July?

Our Senior Welding Engineer Alan McClintock, and
long-term colleague of Peter’s, saying “Peter’s greatest
contribution has been the expertise he has passed on
through his training and consulting activities.”
“His key strength is his willingness to share this
knowledge and experience – he’s always ready to
assist when asked.”
Peter’s advice to new engineers is always try your
best. Saying ‘it’s important you think about what your
career goals are and if your job scope will satisfy your
expectations.”
“If you make sure your product is right before it goes
out the door, and try not to pretend to know more
than you do, you’ll do well. It all comes down to being
content with your work, enjoying it, and being happy
with what you’ve got,” he said.
Moving forward
Peter emphasises the importance of family and
maintaining strong family links. So, it comes as no
surprise that, post-retirement, he’s most looking
forward to spending more time with his wife, Pauline.
And also making sure his children and grandchildren
are happy and looked after as best he can. As well, as
“pottering” around his property.
Peter will certainly be missed by our team. So I’m sure
we’ll be very quick to take him on in his offer after he
mentioned he’d provide support to our Welding Centre
if required!
I hope you’ll join us in thanking Peter for being such
a core part of our history. He’s certainly helped lead
significant change within our industry, and has been an
important part of our journey to support our members.

Having achieved several level 3 NDT and ACCP
Professional level 3 qualifications, which are the
highest possible and suited to the requirements
of European and American inspection authorities,
12
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Notices
Seminars by the inventor
of the Master S-N Curve
method a huge success in
New Zealand!
During July we ran our ‘Design for
Joint Strength, Fatigue, and Fracture
Resistances in Welded Connections’
seminars series.
Taking place in Auckland, Wellington and Christchurch
they were presented by University of Michigan Prof.
Pingsha Dong. The inventor of the mesh-insensitive
structural stress method adopted by the 2007 ASME
Div 2 and API 579/ASME FFS-1 Codes and Standards
mandated by over 50 countries worldwide.

Upcoming opportunities to seize...

With over 120 professionals attending, the seminars
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focused on fatigue (both high-cycle and low-cycle
fatigue) evaluation procedures, fitness-for-service
based quantitative weld defect acceptance criteria,
fracture control and fillet weld sizing criteria.
The seminars effectively addressed several weld
design aspects via a series of shared case studies.
Giving attendees the knowledge to make appropriate
interpretations of existing design and analysis
methods included in various codes and standards.
Delivering value-based learnings
For HERA this was a fantastic opportunity for our
members and external attendees involved in design of
welded connections to learn about cutting edge design
procedures. As well as connect with our General
Manager Welding Centre Dr Michail Karpenko who
facilitated the event and presented on New Zealand
standards AS/NZS 5131, 1554 & 3992; AS 4458, AS/
NZS ISO 3834 & 9606.1.

Design of welded connections requires careful
consideration. Some of the unique issues associated
with welding and specific loading environment
can greatly impact the reliability of the structure or
component and cost-effectiveness of projects.
That’s why ensuring our industry is familiar with world
leading design procedures is crucial and educational
opportunities like this so important.
And with the advent of novel and high-speed craft
types we also recognised a need to extend this
learning to marine applications. Collaborating with
RINA to host an additional seminar targeted at Naval
Architects.
Here the content addressed how to specify structural
connections to achieve greater performance. Focusing
on how to attain good structural detail to mitigate
failures occurring in the service life of a craft resulting
from fatigue.

15
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Commissioned Inspectors focused on evaluating and
inspecting pressure equipment to verify compliance.
These services include the review of design
specifications, procedures and qualifications;
verification of welding procedures in accordance with
applicable codes and standards, review of material
test reports, auditing services of manufacturing and
more.
Stafford Engineering Managing Director Kaleb
James saying “Our goal was to secure a reliable
Authorised Inspection Agency (AIA) that would give
our customers the confidence that we’d continue
to service their needs for U-Stamp Certification of
pressure vessels used in the food manufacturing
industry.”

ASME U-Stamp
Certification opens US
export market to Stafford
Engineering
Exporting to international markets
for our members can often seem an
unreachable target.
Extensive work needs to be done to learn the
fundamentals of becoming a successful export
business. And there is also the challenge of meeting
codes and standards not applicable in New Zealand.
It’s not uncommon for companies to put this into the
‘too hard basket’ and walk away from such export
opportunities. Particularly when it comes to the costly
and complicated process of gaining certification.
A drive to meet customer needs
This was the position our members Stafford
Engineering faced when their US clients Gram
Equipment asked them to consider fabricating
pressure equipment for them. A direct result of a long
term and trusted relationship since the early 2000’s.
Up until this point Stafford had been a reliable part of
their supply chain, delivering the manufactured inner
workings of their ice cream vessels. An opportunity
that had come about via a referral from working with
New Zealand’s iconic Tip Top Factory.
Asking Stafford to step up and deliver the pressure
vessel housing the inner workings signaled strong
confidence in their ability but posed many challenges
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to overcome. Most significantly assessing the cost
benefit of becoming certified to ASME U-Stamp level.
The American Society of Mechanical Engineers
facilitates the ASME Certification Mark. A clear way
of telling US customers, supply chain, industry and
regulators that stamped items conform to relevant
ASME standards. Obtaining accreditation requires an
authorised inspection agency to confirm compliance
with the ASME and National Board Inspection Codes.

“We’re currently in conversations with NDA Group to
see how we can collaborate together locally, to engage
with ABS Group and make the process more cost
effective in the long term.”
Business Development Manager Leo Aspite also
stating “In 2019 we’ll need to look at renewing this
certification. But we believe it offers us significant
opportunities for future business in the US export
market.”
“Having a US based inspector adds to the credibility
of our quality and is a significant value offering for
our customers based there. Moving forward it will
be about securing and increasing the pipeline in this
space and working with Kaleb to ensure we have the
internal resources to meet this type of demand.”

#CelebratingWins #MemberSuccess @HamiltonJetHQ
#StaffordEngineering @StorkTS @AucklandUni

A journey not easily traveled – which is why Stafford
is one of only two companies in New Zealand to meet
this standard, the other being NDA Group.
The road to certification
Gaining ASME certification involves the development
of an extensive quality control manual in alignment
with ASME code requirements. Seeing Stafford
engage Australian based CMIS Consultant Colin
Mongta to facilitate the process over a 12 month
period.
Following an intensive two-day audit process,
they achieved certification status June 2016. This
involved collaboration with non-destructive testing
requirements and extensive materials checks. It also
meant relevant staff had to be qualified to the latest
understanding and knowledge of welding supervisor
and inspection level. All in all, requiring a funding
commitment of over $100,000.
Until mid-2017 a New Zealand certification inspector
was utilised for checks prior to shipment to the US.
But a change in availability led to Stafford searching
for a qualified inspector outside of New Zealand to fill
this need.
Eventually connecting with ABS Group. An American
based independent team of National Board
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Personal Protective
Equipment (PPE)
HERA’s H&S+E focus during July was on
PPE. It’s one aspect that is quite visibly
used when you walk through member
workshops - but it’s also something that
can easily be overlooked or fall victim to
complacency.
New Zealand employers have a wide range of duties
under the Health and Safety in Employment Act 1992
(HSE Act). These include providing employee with
suitable protective clothing and equipment to protect
them from harm in the workplace.
Our recently held July H&S+E committee meeting
inadvertently highlighted areas where HERA could
make improvements to ensure our team wears PPE
more consistently. One being to introduce the issue
of, and clarity of use into our ‘new staff’ induction
checklist we’re currently developing.
Another would be to consider having a ‘PPE pack’
in each company vehicle - consisting of hi-vis vest,
helmet, protective glassware and ear muffs. This
would mitigate issues of forgotten PPE by individuals
or those ‘off-guard’ moments.
These are only minor steps that are easy to make. But
they send a clear message that this is an important
part of health and safety within an organisation.

by the employees of, suitable clothing and equipment
to protect them from any harm that may result from
being exposed to a significant hazard.
Employers can be prosecuted and fined for failing to
provide adequate protective clothing and equipment,
even if no-one has suffered harm as a result.
For example, in 2009 a golfing company was fined
$15,000 by Manukau District Court after a Department
of Labour health and safety inspector observed a ball
collector with no protective clothing or equipment
walking directly in front of customers using the golf
range. There was potential for significant injury, but no
harm had actually been suffered.
What should the employer do?
When providing protective clothing and equipment
for employees to use in a hazardous environment,
employers should make sure that:
•

The employee knows where the protective
clothing or equipment is kept;

•

The employee has ready access to the protective
clothing or equipment;

•

The protective clothing or equipment is suitable
for the purpose;

•

The employee is properly trained in the use of the
protective equipment and clothing;

•

The use of protective clothing and equipment by
the employee is regularly monitored; and

When must protective clothing or equipment be
provided?

•

With consent, the employee’s health is regularly
monitored.

There are many hazards in the workplace, some
of which are more significant than others. Where a
significant hazard cannot be eliminated or isolated,
employers must take all practicable steps to minimise
the risk of someone being harmed by it. The provision
of protective clothing and equipment may be
necessary as one of the steps to minimise such risks.

Employees must use or wear protective clothing or
equipment

Section 10(2)(b) of the HSE Act states that employers
must provide, make accessible to, and ensure the use
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It’s the employer’s responsibility to make sure
employees properly use and wear protective clothing
and equipment. This is likely to involve monitoring
and supervision, and the use of disciplinary processes
if an employee fails to comply with the employer’s
reasonable and lawful instruction (ie to wear or use
protective clothing and equipment).

Get an automation & welding
productivity assessment.
So you can confidently adopt technology into your business to
sustain, evolve and grow.
HERA has partnered with the Facility
for Intelligent Fabrication (FIF) at the
University of Wollongong Australia
to bring our members an exclusive
opportunity to candidly assess their
scope to transition in a rapidly changing
environment.
Participants will receive an in-depth analysis of their
company’s current welding and automation related
activities - achieved through a self-assessment and
onsite visit from leading experts in these fields.
The data collected from this audit will be fed back
to you in the form of a report which highlights both
current short comings and innovation potential.
During this process you’ll be exposed to technology
demonstrations, proof-of-concept - including
prototype development, and training programs.
Allowing you to select the right technology for your
needs and have the trust that it’ll deliver its planned
benefits for your business.
We’ll identify opportunities to adopt leading
edge robotic and automation to readily fabricate
components in a flexible and responsive manner.
And, use vision systems and tracking technology to

provide continuous quality control and traceability
into your value chains.

Why seize the opportunity?
Collectively, FIF has over 30 years of experience
working with all kinds of industries from mining to
defence, transport infrastructure, and more.
They house a comprehensive automation, robotics
and welding prototyping facility, and recently
developed the ability for robots to largely program their
own welding paths.

When?
The productivity audit will be delivered in three
stages.
Stage 1 Self assessment in mid August.
Stage 2 Expert visits 19 - 21 September
Stage 3 Follow up workshop in November
We’ll also be facilitating seminars based on industry
wide interests to better inform and educate all of our
members in the automation and welding space.
So far, our first round of assessments have booked out
within a day of offering to our Innovation READY-SETGo program and Steel Fabricator Certification Scheme
participants.

In collaboration with:

Invest in your future.
Join our audit waitlist today.

For more information
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Contact: Dr Michail Karpenko
Phone: +64 9 262 4849
Email: mkarpenko@hera.org.nz

HERA House, 17-19 Gladding Place
PO Box 76-134 Manukau, Auckland
2241
New Zealand

